
Theme Community Number of lessons 12

Topic Which British Isle has the most interesting History? Assessment(s)

Short Q + source 

analysis written 

assessment

Band Success Criteria ('SKILLS' denoted in bold) Below At Above

Students can…

K: Identify key features of each of the 4 British Isles' History

S: Identify patterns of change/continuity across the 4 Isles

S: Identify the message of visual sources

S: Define Nature, Origin and Purpose of a source

Students can… Good progress

K: Describe key features of each of the 4 British Isles' History

S: Describe patterns of change/continuity across the 4 Isles in detail

S: Make inferences from visual and written sources

S: Identify the Nature, Origin and Purpose of a source

Students can…
K: Explain the significance of key moments in the History of each Isle eg. Irish Famine/James I

S: Explain patterns of change/continuity across the 4 Isles in detail

S: Make supported inferences from visual and written sources

S: Suggest reasons why a source's NOP makes it reliable or unreliable

Students can…

K: Compare/contrast the significance of key moments in the History of each Isle eg. Irish Famine/James I

S: Suggest reasons for patterns of change/continuity across the 4 Isles in detail

S: Make supported inferences from visual and written sources

S: Explain reasons why a source's NOP makes it reliable or unreliable

Students can…

K: Evaluate the significance of key moments in the History of each Isle eg. Irish Famine/James I on different groups

S: Evaluate the extent of change/continuity across the 4 Isles in detail

S: Make a range of supported inferences from visual and written sources

S: Evaluate the extent of a source's reliability based on its NOP

V Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Exceptional progress

III Exceptional progress Good progress Expected progress

IV Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Good progress

I Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

Less than expected 

progress

II Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress



Theme Amazing Inventions Number of lessons 10

Topic To what extent was the X the best invention in History? Assessment(s)
2x8 Mark Q Written 

Assessment

Band Success Criteria ('SKILLS' denoted in bold) Below At Above

Students can…

K: Identify contemporary consequences of different inventions

S: Identify the importance of 2 different inventions

Students can… Good progress

K: Describe contemporary consequences of different inventions

S: Describe the importance of 2 different inventions in detail

Students can…

K: Explain the contemporary and current consequences of different types of invention on different aspects of society

S: Explain the contemporary and current importance of different types of invention on different aspects of society

Students can…

K: Compare/contrast the contemporary and current consequences of different types of invention on different aspects of society

S: Compare/contrast the contemporary and current importance of different types of invention on different aspects of society

Students can…

K: Evaluate the contemporary and current consequences of different types of invention on different aspects of society

S: Evaluate the contemporary and current importance of different types of invention on different aspects of society

V Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Exceptional progress

III Exceptional progress Good progress Expected progress

IV Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Good progress

I Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

Less than expected 

progress

II Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress



Theme Being Healthy Number of lessons 12

Topic Would you rather be a peasant or a king? Assessment(s)

Short Q and Source 

Analysis Written 

Assessment

Band Success Criteria ('SKILLS' denoted in bold) Below At Above

Students can…

K: Identify key features of peasant/monarch life

K: Identify PIMMS effects of separate events

S: Identify the message of visual and written sources

S: Define Nature, Origin and Purpose

Students can… Good progress

K: Describe key features of peasant/monarch life

K: Describe PIMMS effects of separate events

S: Make inferences from visual OR written sources

S: Identify the Nature, Origin and Purpose of visual and written sources

Students can…

K: Explain key features of peasant/monarch life

K: Explain PIMMS effects on separate events

S: Make SUPPORTED inferences from visual OR written sources

S: Suggest reasons why a source's NOP makes it reliable or unreliable

Students can…

K: Compare/contrast key features of peasant/monarch life

K: Compare/contrast PIMMS effects on more than one events

S: Make SUPPORTED inferences from visual ANDitten sources

S: Explain reasons why a source's NOP makes it reliable or unreliable

Students can…

K: Evaluate the significance of key aspects of peasant/monarch life

S: Evaluate the extent of PIMMS effects on different grops

S: Make a range of supported inferences from visual and written sources

S: Evaluate the extent of a source's reliability based on its NOP

V Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Exceptional progress

III Exceptional progress Good progress Expected progress

IV Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Good progress

I Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

Less than expected 

progress

II Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress



Theme Africa Number of lessons 12

Topic To what extent has life for Africans in America changed? Assessment(s)
Narrative/ Comparison 

Written Assessment

Band Success Criteria ('SKILLS' denoted in bold) Below At Above

Students can…

K: Identify key features of Trans-Atlantic Slavery

K: Identify key features of the Civil Rights Movement

S: Identify how to 'follow up' a source enquiry

S: Write a short narrative account of the journey of a slave/the course of the CRM

Students can… Good progress

K: Describe key features of Trans-Atlantic Slavery

K: Describe key features of the Civil Rights Movement

S: Partially complete a 'follow up' source enquiry

S: Write a detailed narrative account of the journey of a slave/the course of the CRM

Students can…

K: Explain key features of Trans-Atlantic Slavery

K: Explain key features of the Civil Rights Movement

S: Complete a 'follow up' source enquiry

S: Write a detailed narrative account of the journey of a slave/the course of the CRM, 

distinguishing causes, events and consequences

Students can…

K: Compare/contrast key features of Trans-Atlantic Slavery

K: Compare/contrast key features of Civil Rights Movement

S: Successfully complete a 'follow up' source enquiry

S: Write a detailed narrative account of the journey of a slave/the course of the CRM, 

linking OR categorising causes, events and consequences

Students can…

K: Evaluate the significance of key aspects of Trans-Atlantic Slavery

K: Evaluate the significance of key features of Civil Rights Movement

S: Complete an effective 'follow up' source enquiry

S: Write a detailed narrative account of the journey of a slave/the course of the CRM, 

linking AND categorising causes, events and consequences

V Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Exceptional progress

III Exceptional progress Good progress Expected progress

IV Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Good progress

I Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

Less than expected 

progress

II Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress



Theme Olympics Number of lessons 12

Topic What is the most controversial moment of the 20th century? Assessment(s)
2x4 mark 

Interpretation Qs

Band Success Criteria ('SKILLS' denoted in bold) Below At Above

Students can…

K: Identify what a controversy is

K: Identify key features of 3 different historic controversys

S: Identify an historic interpretation

S: Identify the differences between 2 historic interpretations

Students can…

K: Describe key features of 3 different historic controversys

K: Describe 2 or more impacts of 3 different historical controversys

S: Describe the key message of an historic interpretation

S: Describe the differences between 2 historic interpretations

Students can…

K: Explain key features of 3 different historic controversys

K: Explain 2 or more impacts of 3 different historical controversys

S: Describe HOW 2 historic interpretations are different

S: Suggest reason(s) WHY 2 historic interpretations are different

Students can…

K: Compare/contrast key features of 3 different historic controversys

K: Compare/contrast 2 or more impacts of 3 different historical controversys

S: Explain HOW 2 historic interpretations are different

S: Explain WHY 2 historic interpretations are different

Students can…

K: Evaluate the significance of key aspects of 3 different controversys

S: Explain HOW 2 historic interpretations are different using GCSE criteria

S: Explain WHY 2 historic interpretations are different using GCSE criteria

V Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Exceptional progress

III Exceptional progress Good progress Expected progress

IV Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Good progress

I Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

Less than expected 

progress

II Good progress Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress


